
Eyeing Opportunities, Investors Begin Looking More Closely At Deep Tech
With every new SaaS enterprise platform seeing no end to funding and valuation increases, some
investors seem to be looking to the next frontier—or frontier technology—for new opportunities.

  news.crunchbase.com

CRISPR: A guide to the health
revolution that will define the 21st
century
Scientists will soon have the tools to rewrite
the book of life, and in doing so, edit out
sections that cause disease, piece by piece.
But is the technology safe and will all of us
get the benefits, or will it be the preserve of
those who can afford it?

  sciencefocus.com

A Gene-Editing Experiment Let
These Patients With Vision Loss
See Color Again
Carlene Knight's vision was so bad that she
couldn't even maneuver around the call
center where she works using her cane.
"I was bumping into the cubicles and really
scaring people that were sitting at them," says
Knight, who was born with a rare genetic eye
disease.

  npr.org

The tangled history of mRNA
vaccines
Hundreds of scientists had worked on mRNA
vaccines for decades before the coronavirus
pandemic brought a breakthrough.

  nature.com

Worms Share Memories With
Others by Swapping RNA, Wild
Study Reveals
A ghastly bout of food poisoning isn't an
experience to forget. The commonly studied
microscopic nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans not only ensures it remembers, it
genetically embeds the threat of skanky
meals into its kids to force them to stay clear

  sciencealert.com

The 2021 Machine Learning, AI and
Data (MAD) Landscape
It’s been a hot, hot year in the world of data,
machine learning and AI. Just when you
thought it couldn’t grow any more explosively,
the data/AI landscape just did

  mattturck.com

Deep Learning’s Diminishing
Returns
The cost of improvement is becoming
unsustainable

  spectrum.ieee.org

AI voice actors sound more human
than ever—and they’re ready to
hire
A new wave of startups are using deep
learning to build synthetic voice actors for
digital assistants, video-game characters, and
corporate videos.

  technologyreview.com

“DeepDream to Neural CA”
SIGGRAPH 2021 presentation
This presentation accompanies the “Hexells”
SIGGRAPH′2021 Art Gallery submission. In
briefly overviews my older work on
DeepDream, Neural Network visualizati...

  youtube.com

To Boldly Go Where No Internet Has Gone Before
Vinton Cerf helped create the internet 40 years ago, and he’s still working to connect people
around the world — and off it.

  quantamagazine.org

The 10 Greatest Scientists of All
Time
Get to know the scientists that changed the
world as we know it though their contributions
and discoveries.

  discovermagazine.com

Fake It Till You Make It: Face
Analysis In The Wild Using
Synthetic Data Alone
We demonstrate that it is possible to perform
face-related computer vision in the wild using
synthetic data alone. 

  youtube.com

A simple guide to exactly how the
United Nations is funded
With a budget of over $53 billion, the UN isn't
playing with small change

  qz.com

'Speaking Portraits' Make It
Unsettlingly Easy to Turn Still
Photos Into Animated Deepfakes
The company behind MyHeritage's Deep
Nostalgia is expanding the functionality of its
deepfake tech.

  gizmodo.com
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GRIDS CAPITAL invests in deep tech ventures. Deep Tech is where Science meets Technology. 

Click here to know more.
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